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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to change the weather? In Cubesis you can completely change the climate from tropical to icy. As the
leader of the Cubies, you have to please your people, which means you will have to change the world wisely because it works as
a fragile clockwork, and because it is guarded by two gods: Ikjuch and Likael who can be cruel and generous at the same time.
Only you will decide if they will help you, or destroy you. Come and lead your people through a challenging journey: charming

and yet unknown world awaits you!

Cubesis is a turn-based strategy game with puzzle elements, centered around the fragile balance of the Cubeworld. You have to
solve strategy-like puzzles and the way to their solution is beset by many obstacles: for example the sea. To overcome such

obstacles, you need to figure out what pleases the gods Ikjuch and Likael.

Key features

Fragile balance
Balance constitute the core mechanic of the game. Let´s put it simply: everything has its cost and nothing is ultimately
good, which means anything can be ultimately good in certain circumstances.

Puzzle elements
Unlike other strategy titles this one aims to give player a bit more thoughtful gameplay, which is accomplished by goals
(cross the sea, collect treasure chest, build a city in the lake, etc.) that player needs to fulfill in order to win the level.
These goals usually need player to decide the strategy that will lead him to success many steps ahead.
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Editable terrain
In Cubesis every tile of land can be modified and even destroyed: you can dig through the world! Beside that you will
create dams, rivers and canals.

God Game
You will meet two gods (Ikjuch and Likael) who created Cubeworld. They represent the law of nature of the Cubeworld:
sea level and global temperature. They can help you if you know what you want: drought and flood can be both good.

Two campaigns
You will meet up to thirty four enjoyable and challenging levels that are ordered based on their difficulty. You will start
with tutorial, go through easy campaign and end up with Likael´s Revenge campaign.
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game seems to be in pre alpha. amusing for a while but seems to be made of placeholders. Amazing Music and fun gameplay..
This is an amazing soundtrack. This is definitely something I will listen to regularly and highly recommend purchasing if you're
into bluesy old time guitar. It's beautiful and a tad spooky at the same time.. Seems really nice! Such realistic, but I have low-
spec comp so can you work some on optimalisation?. Its Nice for gameplays For YouTube
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This steampunk clockwork paint job is awesome!
Swiss? What do you mean by "Swiss"?. The game is good and quite addictive. I hope the multiplayer mode is released soon, it
would add a lot to the game.. Love this game. It just hits all the marks for me. Not sure why I like it so much. I just do.

Now go buy it.. EARLY ACCESS REVIEW

So, let me first say that I typically adore sandboxy village-building sort of games to an inhuman level. I'm usually so biased
towards them that they could literally be sucking my soul out from my tear ducts and I would love them anyway. That said, I
cannot play this game. I want to! I really do! But right now, I just can't.

Mainly, the issues for me boil down entirely to UI / UX so the issues are completely fixable for the future. So that's good! But as
the game stands right now, the UI makes me want to kick puppies. It's clunky, slow to respond, and hard to find what I want in.
And it makes it hard to see when the game is glitching and/or doing something it shouldn't be.

The game does have potential but if you are looking for something that doesn't feel like sheer work to play, this is not the game
for you. Hopefully that changes!. Sea of Stars at it's heart is one of the most elegent time wasters you will ever play. Embark on
a galactic adventure for exploration and profit spiced up with deadly combat, and do it all in twenty minuites or less. Sometimes
that less is your first encounter the game will neatly explode your ship even on the easy setting.

  Long before the terms "Rougelike " and "Sandbox" this game was all those in it's past two lives. For new players it offers a
pretty rich well thought out world to knock around in. For long time players it has almost all your goodies waiting to be found
[except for a few of the rather broken ones, cough, altheric mirror, cough] plus some new goodies.

You can still build a floatilla to help you with the dangers of infinite space, but there are some major upgrades here. Fighters
cant be destroyed in combat. well they can but you get to rebuid them after combat, so now you can actully use them instead of
hoarding them. Second you can upgrade your ships! Want a terran Battleship? Turn in your ill gotten gain to buy the beefest of
hulls. This goes for your floatilla ships also , just find thier homeworlds and they upgrage to for a cost. The combat simulator
gives you a chance to try out all ships and weapons found in the game to see just what you like. I have no doubt that if you have
played the eariler versions of the game your gonna love it, plus it is still in early access so just how much more goodies are
gonna get put in.

About early access.
Right now the game runs and functions well, I have had the rare crash, but other then that all aspects plugged into the game
work well.

Gripes.
Few and mostly tiny. I miss the missings items like the cloak of Babalon and the Altheric Mirror, but these items were
unbalanced at best. I miss having to return to Glory [home planet] to complete mission just being able to retire anywhere seems
a little cheesey. I really miss the end game statements that assingned my captain a postion and carrear in life based on my score
type. I hope that does get put back in for the full version.

So got time to waste and wish to be endlessly entertained? This is the game that will lurk on your hard-drive for years supplying
that need. should you get it. Oh hell yes!
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